April Newsletter

Director's Corner

Keep safe, distanced and bunkered down!

"The global impact of extremes continues, be it concerning the weather or virus epidemics."

When I wrote that four weeks ago, like most of us I had no idea that the mention of virus epidemics would see us catapulted into a global pandemic the likes of which we have never seen before...

Read More

Member Spotlight

Kuma

Kuma offers hands-on Cyber Security expertise and their Digital Identity line focuses on advisory services, market development and go-to-market strategies and is a Kantara Accredited Assessor.

Kuma

KIPI Case Studies

The Kantara Identity and Privacy Incubator (KIPI) is our Trust-oriented R&D program. Check out the recently released KIPI case study reports on ValidIDy and mDL Technical Guidance!

KIPI Case Studies

NGI TRUST Final Open Call

NGI Trust is looking for projects that can contribute to specific needs in the field of trust and privacy-enhancing technologies. Check out the recent webinar and presentation!

Applications are due by 4 May 2020 at 18:00 CET.

Find Out More

Two New Reports Published!

Check out the Design Guide for an Information-Identity Environment Architecture from the Health Identity Assurance WG.

Also check out the Recommendations from the Second Deployment Profile for Federation Interoperability, developed by our Higher Ed community and the Report on the Environment Architecture for the Health Identity Assurance WG.

Find Out More

IDP's Body of Knowledge

Kantara-Incubator's Orbit has just released Body of Knowledge Volume 1.

Check Out

mDL Work Group News

Have you been following the mDL market? Did you check out Secure Technology Alliance's recent white paper? Kantara members have an excellent thread running on the shape and form of a Kantara mDL work group! Reach out to us to learn how to get involved.
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